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Summary

We deal with a perturbation of a hyperbolic integrable Hamiltonian system with n � � degrees
of freedom� The integrable system is assumed to have n�dimensional hyperbolic invariant tori with
coincident whiskers �separatrices��

Following Eliasson� we use a geometric approach closely related to the Lagrangian properties
of the whiskers� to show that the splitting distance between the perturbed stable and unstable
whiskers is the gradient of a periodic scalar function of n phases� which we call splitting potential�
This geometric approach works for both the singular �or weakly hyperbolic� case and the regular
�or strongly hyperbolic� case� and provides the existence of at least n � � homoclinic intersections
between the perturbed whiskers�

In the regular case� we also obtain a �rst order approximation for the splitting potential� that
we call Melnikov potential� Its gradient� the �vector� Melnikov function� provides a �rst order
approximation for the splitting distance� Then the nondegenerate critical points of the Melnikov
potential give rise to transverse homoclinic intersections between the whiskers� Generically� when
the Melnikov potential is a Morse function� there exist at least 	n critical points�

The �rst order approximation relies on the n�dimensional Poincar
e�Melnikov method� to which
an important part of the paper is devoted� We develop the method in a general setting� giving the
Melnikov potential and the Melnikov function in terms of absolutely convergent integrals� which take
into account the phase drift along the separatrix and the �rst order deformation of the perturbed
hyperbolic tori� We provide formulas useful in several cases� and carry out explicit computations
that show that the Melnikov potential is a Morse function� in di�erent kinds of examples�
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� Setup and introduction

��� Perturbation of a hyperbolic integrable Hamiltonian

It is well�known that the problem of giving conditions for the splitting of the whiskers of hyperbolic
invariant tori is one of the main di�culties related with the Arnold di�usion� a phenomenon of instability
in perturbations of integrable Hamiltonian systems with more than � degrees of freedom
 The present
paper is concerned with the study of the existence of homoclinic orbits and splitting in a wide class
of Hamiltonians
 The tools used are a geometric approach based on Eliasson�s work �Eli��� and the
Poincar�e�Melnikov method


	



We start with a perturbation of a hyperbolic integrable Hamiltonian� with n � 	 � � degrees of
freedom
 In canonical variables z � �x� y� �� I� � D � T � R � T

n � R
n � with the symplectic form

dx � dy � d� � dI � consider a real analytic Hamiltonian of the form

H�x� y� �� I ��� � H��x� y� I� � �H��x� y� �� I�� �	�

H��x� y� I� � h�� Ii� 	

�
h�I� Ii� y�

�
� V �x� � h�� Ii y� ���

where � is a perturbation parameter
 The Hamiltonian equations associated to H are�

�x � y � h�� Ii � ��yH��x� y� �� I��

�y � �V ��x� � ��xH��x� y� �� I��

�� � � ��I � �y � ��IH��x� y� �� I��

�I � � ���H��x� y� �� I��

���

The given ingredients of H� are the vectors �� � � Rn � the symmetric �n�n��matrix �� and the function
V �x� of x � T� which is required to have a unique and nondegenerate global maximum
 To �x ideas� we
require

V ��� � �� V ���� � �� V ����� � ��

V �x� � � �x �� � �mod �	��
���

We also assume the following nondegeneracy condition�

det

�
	 ��

� �

�
�� �� ���

The integrable Hamiltonian H� can easily be studied
 Introducing

P �x� y� �
y�

�
� V �x�� bP �x� y� I� � P �x� y � h�� Ii�� ���

and b� � �� ���� ���

the unperturbed Hamiltonian H� can be rewritten as

H� � h�� Ii� 	

�

Db�I� IE� bP �x� y� I�� ���

Note that the nondegeneracy condition ��� is equivalent to impose that det b� �� �
 We see that� on
every plane I � const� the Hamiltonian H� reduces to a 	�degree�of�freedom Hamiltonian� a generalized
pendulum �the standard pendulum being given by V �x� � cosx � 	�
 This pendulum has �x� y� �
����h�� Ii� as a hyperbolic equilibrium point� with �homoclinic� separatrices given by y � h�� Ii �
	
p
��V �x�
 The Lyapunov exponents of the hyperbolic point are 	
� with


 �
p
�V ������ ��

Therefore� the Hamiltonian H� has an n�parameter family of n�dimensional whiskered tori �or hyper�
bolic invariant tori� given by the equations I � const� y � �h�� Ii� x � �
 The associated stable and
unstable whiskers �or invariant manifolds� of each torus coincide� and hence all orbits on this �unique�
whisker are homoclinic� i
e
 biasymptotic to the torus
 Our aim is to study the splitting of the whiskers
for � �� �� detecting homoclinic intersections and measuring the splitting distance


We will focus our attention on a concrete hyperbolic torus� that we assume located at the origin�
I � �� x � y � �� with �ow �� � �
 The vector of frequencies � is assumed to satisfy a Diophantine
condition� for some � � n� 	 and �  ��

jhk� �ij � � jkj�� �k � Zn n f�g � �	��

�



where jkj �Pn
j�� jkj j
 We recall that� for a �xed �  n�	� the set of vectors � satisfying this condition

for some �  � has full measure in Rn 

In fact� it is convenient to allow � to depend on an additional parameter �� considering fast frequencies

� � ���
p
�
 The parameters � and � can be whether independent or linked by a relation of the type

� � �p� these two cases will be called� respectively� regular and singular
 The singular case is very
important in the study of the stability in a general nearly�integrable Hamiltonian� in which the integrable
system has no hyperbolicity� but the perturbation provides some weak hyperbolicity �see more details
in section 	
��


As a �nal remark� note that taking � � � in ��� we have an uncoupled unperturbed Hamiltonian H��
which is somewhat simpler since it is formed by a pendulum and n rotors
 However� our approach is
also addressed to the more general coupled case � �� �
 The motivation is that the coupling term h�� Ii y
appears in a natural way when one considers the important case of a nearly�integrable Hamiltonian�
in a region close to a single resonance �see section 	
��
 It is shown at the end of section �
� that�
making a symplectic change of variables� one is able to eliminate this coupling term� but then one gets
a Hamiltonian that is non�periodic in x �leading in this way to a heteroclinic problem�


��� Parameterization of the unperturbed torus and its whiskers

Before describing the results� we introduce some notations for the unperturbed Hamiltonian H�
 We
denote T� its n�dimensional hyperbolic invariant torus of frequency vector �
 This torus is given by the
equations I � �� x � y � �� and can obviously be parameterized by

T� � z����� � ��� �� �� ��� � � Tn�

Note that the trajectories on T� are t 
� z����� �t� for any given �

As mentioned in section 	
	� the stable and unstable whiskers of the torus T� coincide� this homoclinic

whisker is then called separatrix and is given by the equations I � �� P �x� y� � �
 We denote W� the
positive part �y  �� of the separatrix
 To give a suitable parameterization for W�� we consider the
	�degree�of�freedom Hamiltonian P �x� y�� and denote �x��s�� y��s�� the associated homoclinic trajectory�
biasymptotic for s � 	� to the hyperbolic point ��� ��� with x���� � 	� y����  �
 In fact� x��s�
goes from � to �	 when s goes from �� to �
 It is clear that we can then give the whisker W� the
parameterization

W� � z��s� �� � �x��s�� y��s�� �� ���s�� ��� s � R� � � Tn�

where the term
���s� � �x��s�� 	�� �		�

is included in view of the phase drift undergone by any trajectory when traveling along W�
 This drift
is associated to the coupling term
 Note that� with our de�nition� t 
� z��s � t� � � �t� is a trajectory
on W� for any given s� �
 In other words� the dynamics on W� is given by the equations �s � 	� �� � �


It is clear that z��s� �� � W� tends to T� for s� 	�� since lims��� ���s� � 		�� we have

lim
s���

�z��s� ��� z����	 	��� � �� �	��

In fact� we can provide exponentially decreasing bounds in terms of the Lyapunov exponents 	

 For
	s big enough�

jz��s� ��� z����	 	��j  Ce��s �	��

�we use the Euclidean norm for vectors�
 We deduce that every trajectory on W� is biasymptotic to two
di�erent trajectories on the invariant torus T��

lim
t���

�z��s� t� �� �t�� z����	 	� � �t�� � ��

with exponentially decreasing bounds
 Note that if � is an integer then the two trajectories on T�
coincide


�



��� Regular and singular hyperbolic Hamiltonians

When the frequency vector � is �xed� the Hamiltonian introduced in �	��� has the property that the
hyperbolicity and the homoclinic orbits are present in the unperturbed Hamiltonian �� � ��
 Thus� we
have a regular �or nonsingular� system� often referred to as strongly hyperbolic


Eventually� we can allow � to depend on an additional parameter� � � ����
 For instance� we
can consider fast frequencies � � ���

p
�� where �  � is a small parameter �and then � � ���

p
�

in �	���
 Then if we let � � �� and consider � � �p for some p  �� the system becomes singular or
weakly hyperbolic
 This case can also be called totally singular� because all the frequencies are fast �in
contrast with other problems that arise in celestial mechanics� where the frequencies have di�erent time
scales� like for instance � � ���� � �

�
��
p
��� see �CG�� RW�� GGM��
 We recall that� according to the

terminology introduced in �CG��� the regular and singular systems are also said to be a�priori unstable
and a�priori stable� respectively


As a remark� assuming H� � H��x� �� and performing the �noncanonical� linear change obtained by
replacing y� I by y�

p
�� I�

p
�� plus a change of time scale by a factor

p
�� the Hamiltonian equations ���

are transformed in new equations associated to the Hamiltonian

h��� Ii� 	

�
h�I� Ii� y�

�
� �V �x� � h�� Ii y � ��H� �x� �� �

in which the hyperbolicity disappears for �� ��
 This is a generalization of Lochak�s example �Loc��
xV��� which corresponds to the case V �x� � cosx � 	� � � Id� � � �� and H��x� �� � �cosx � 	�f���
with some even function f���


In fact� Lochak�s example is� in its turn� a generalization of the famous Arnold�s example �Arn���
to an autonomous Hamiltonian of an arbitrary number of degrees of freedom� but with the important
feature that the perturbation includes harmonics in � of arbitrarily high orders
 It is worth recalling that
the Arnold�s example was the �rst illustration for the transition chains mechanism in order to establish
the existence of di�usion in Hamiltonian systems with more than � degrees of freedom


Note that� even in the case of fast frequencies� if one regards � and � as independent parameters�
keeping �  � �xed and letting �� �� then one still has a regular system
 This strategy was introduced
in �Arn��� in order to avoid dealing with a singular perturbation problem
 In this case� the Poincar�e�
Melnikov method can be applied directly to the detection of the splitting� provided the parameter � is
taken exponentially small with respect to � �this is due to that the Melnikov integrals are exponentially
small in ��


The singular case arises properly when the parameters � and � satisfy a power�like relation of the type
� � �p �the smaller p the better�� and one lets �� ��
 In this case� the problem of detecting the splitting
from the Melnikov integrals is much more intricate� because of the exponentially small character of the
integrals involved
 However� it is believed that� under some weak conditions� the Melnikov integrals give
the right predictions for the splitting


It is important to stress that the study of a singular system is closely related to the general problem of
stability in a nearly�integrable Hamiltonian system H��� I� � h�I� � �f��� I�� in angle�action variables
��� I� � T

n�� � R
n�� �here� the perturbation parameter is ��
 Assume� for a given action I�� that

the associated frequency vector has a single resonance� for instance� �Ih �I
�� � ��� ��� with �� � R

n

nonresonant
 As shown in �DG�� �see also �Eli�� RW���� one step of resonant normal form procedure
can be performed near I� and leads� under some generic hypotheses and after a scaling� to a hyperbolic
Hamiltonian of the type �	���� taking as H� the truncated normal form
 One has�

� �
��p
�
� � � O

�
����

�
�

and this relation between � and � says that this system is singular �to have a regular system� one should
consider �  � �xed and allow � � ��
 We point out also that� in general� the truncated normal form
H� includes a coupling term� � �� � in ���


In fact� the detection of the �homoclinic� splitting between the whiskers of hyperbolic tori in the
singular case is an important step but it is not the only di�culty related with the study of Arnold
di�usion through transition chains
 Indeed� other related di�culties are the study of the transition

�



properties of the tori� the detection of heteroclinic intersections between whiskers of di�erent tori� and
jumping the gaps associated to double resonances


��� Description of the results

The main goal of the present paper is to introduce a geometric method to measure the splitting of the
whiskers in our Hamiltonian �	���� relating it with the Melnikov function


To such end� we �rst have to establish the surviving of the whiskered torus of frequency vector �� as
well as its local whiskers� and then we can extend them to global whiskers in order to compare the stable
and the unstable ones
 The surviving of the torus and its local whiskers under a small perturbation
can be ensured by means of a hyperbolic KAM theorem� a version of the KAM theorem adapted to this
problem
 We point out that the use of KAM theory cannot be avoided in this general setting� in which
we consider an arbitrary perturbation H�
 Under more restrictive hypotheses on H�� KAM theory may
not be necessary �see for instance �Sau��


The hyperbolic KAM theorem is dealt in most papers considering local variables around the whiskered
torus
 A di�erent approach was introduced by Eliasson �Eli��� by rewriting the theorem in the original
variables� global in x � T
 This allowed him to introduce in a very natural way a �vector� function
measuring the splitting distance between the perturbed whiskers
 Another key fact� not discussed be�
fore �Eli��� is the exploitment of exact symplectic transformations to normal form in the hyperbolic
KAM theorem� this is crucial in order to establish the existence of homoclinic intersections between
the whiskers� in both regular and singular systems �although the splitting was not computed�
 Similar
results can be inferred from the work �Bol��


Our main result is that� taking suitable variables� the splitting distance can be put as the gradient of
some scalar periodic function� that we call splitting potential
 This function leads to two consequences

First� the result of �Eli�� on the existence of homoclinic orbits is recovered� this holds for regular and
singular systems
 Second� using the Poincar�e�Melnikov method we can go farther than �Eli��� we get
the Melnikov potential as a �rst order approximation for the splitting potential� though in this paper
this result is good enough only for the regular case
 However� it is expected that this approximation also
holds in the singular case � � �p for some suitable p  �
 In this sense� our results can be considered as
a �rst step in the study of the singular case


Let us turn now to describe the contents of the present paper
 In section �
	� we give a statement
�theorem 	� of Eliasson�s version �Eli�� of the hyperbolic KAM theorem� providing a symplectic trans�

formation � into a local normal form eH � H � �� having a simpler expression in which the perturbed
torus becomes transparent� as well as its whiskers
 We are interested in a normal form de�ned in a whole
neighborhood of the torus� as in �Eli�� Nie�� according to the Kolmogorov�s approach to KAM theory


In section �
�� the expression of eH provided by KAM theory allows us to take parameters s� � on
the perturbed local whiskers� analogous to the parameters of the unperturbed whiskers introduced in
section 	
�
 These parameterizations are extended to the global whiskers in section �
�� and are useful
in measuring the splitting distance


We have designed section � in order to be useful to the non�expert reader
 In section �
	� we develop
the Poincar�e�Melnikov method for the multidimensional case� and give a �rst order approximation for
the splitting of the whiskers of hyperbolic tori
 Taking into account the Hamiltonian character of the
equations� it turns out that the �vector� Melnikov function M��� is simply the gradient of a scalar
function L���� which we call the Melnikov potential � M��� � ��L���
 We point out that L and M are
given by absolutely convergent integrals �see formulas ��	������ thanks to the fact that the phase drift
along the separatrix �due to the nonzero coupling term� and the �rst order deformation of the perturbed
hyperbolic tori are taken into account
 In the uncoupled case � � �� the formula for the Melnikov
potential is somewhat simpler� and takes the form�

L��� � �
Z �

��
�H� �z��t� �� �t���H� �z

�
���� �t��� dt� const�

We see �proposition �� that� in the regular case� the Melnikov function M provides a �rst order ap�
proximation for the splitting distance �measured along the I�direction�
 Thus� in this regular case� the
nondegenerate critical points of L give rise to transverse homoclinic orbits
 In particular� when L is a

�



Morse function �a generic property�� there exist at least �n transverse homoclinic orbits for j�j small
enough


To illustrate the properties of the Melnikov potential� some examples are considered in sections �
�
and �
�� showing the existence of exactly �n transverse homoclinic orbits
 As a measure of the transversal�
ity of the homoclinic intersections� we also compute the determinant of the symmetricmatrix ��M � � �

�L
at the critical points of L���
 The example considered in section �
� is singular �with fast frequencies��
this forces us to study �as a function of �� the dominant harmonic of the Melnikov potential


On the other hand� the formulation of the Poincar�e�Melnikov method in the heteroclinic case is
discussed in section �
�� stressing the di�erences with the homoclinic case� the one mainly considered in
this paper


The aim of the following sections is to show that� using suitable variables� the  whole! splitting
distance �and not only its �rst order approximation� is the gradient of some function� in order to
establish the existence of homoclinic orbits even in the singular case
 In section �� we introduce �ow�box
variables in some real neighborhood containing a piece �local in s but global in �� of the stable and
unstable whiskers� in this way the properties of these whiskers appear much more transparently
 In
particular� we stress that their splitting distance becomes a quasiperiodic function� only depending on
�� �s


In section �
	� we take advantage of the special formulation of theorem 	 �that uses the original
variables� and introduce in some neighborhood an exact symplectic map between the global perturbed
whiskers� taking the stable whisker onto the unstable one
 So we proceed as in �Eli��� but we go farther
because we express this map in the �ow�box variables
 In this way� the unstable whisker can be seen as
a graphic over the stable one


In section �
�� the exactness of the symplectic map that links the two whiskers allows us to introduce
in ���� a scalar function L�S� ��� called splitting potential� as well as its gradient M�S� �� � ��L�S� ���
called splitting function
 We establish �theorem 	�� that the functions L and M only depend on ���S
and that� after a suitable reparameterization of the whiskers� the function M gives a measure for the
splitting �the new parameters S� � substitute the initial ones s� � on the whiskers�
 It becomes clear
that the result on the splitting potential is very related to the Lagrangian properties of the whiskers
 As
a consequence� we deduce the existence of at least n� 	 homoclinic orbits �not necessarily transverse��
and this holds also in the singular case


Finally� we obtain �theorem 		� �rst order approximations� valid for the regular case� for both the
functions L and M� in terms of the Melnikov potential L and the Melnikov function M introduced in
section �
	�

L�S� �� � �L�� � �S� � O
�
��
�
� M�S� �� � �M�� � �S� � O

�
��
�
�

We �nish this introduction with some words about the computational aspects of the singular case

Theorem 		 provides an O

�
��
�
error term that is not small enough in the singular case � � �p with

p  �� due to the fact that the functions L and M are exponentially small with respect to �
 �This is
illustrated in the example of section �
�
�

To get better bounds for the error term between the splitting and Melnikov functions for real values�
one should get a bound similar to that of theorem 		� but for a complex strip of the variables
 Indeed� it is
possible to carry out a control on the loss � of complex domain in the angle variables in the normal form
theorem� providing a more precise version of theorem 	
 Such a control on � for a Hamiltonian like �	���
has been done in �Nie�
 It still lacks an extension theorem and the �ow�box variables extended to
a suitable complex domain� to obtain exponentially small asymptotics for the splitting of separatrices�
provided by the Melnikov function
 This topic is currently being researched by the authors� and as a
matter of fact� this is the strategy followed in �DS�� DGJS��� in simpler situations in which the normal
form is integrable and the �ow�box variables can be de�ned explicitly


It is expected that under some general hypotheses on the perturbation� the �rst order approximation
provided by the Poincar�e�Melnikovmethod will give the dominant part of the splitting of the separatrices
in the singular case
 Such a result was announced in �RW��� but it still lacks a complete proof


However� during the revision of this paper� we became aware of several recent preprints that contain
essential advances on the asymptotics of the exponentially small splitting of separatrices taking place in
single resonances of nearly�integrable Hamiltonian systems
 Among them� the preprints �Sau� LMS�

�



RW� are based on using the Hamilton�Jacobi equation to the whiskers to exploit in a very transparent
way their exact Lagrangian properties� and the preprint �PT� introduces a di�erent technique to attack
this problem� using the method of continuous averaging


� The perturbed torus and its whiskers

��� The hyperbolic KAM theorem in the original variables

We are concerned in this section with the surviving of our Diophantine whiskered torus under perturba�
tions� as well as its local stable and unstable manifolds
 We call this result the hyperbolic KAM theorem

It follows from a convergent KAM�like iterative scheme� providing a symplectic transformation taking
our Hamiltonian into a local normal form in some domain� in which the perturbed torus and its whiskers
become transparent


The �rst versions of the hyperbolic KAM theorem were proved in �Gra��� Zeh��� for a regular
hyperbolic Hamiltonian
 Subsequent papers� like �Tre	� CG�� Eli�� RW�� Val�� Nie� �among
others�� provide proofs that hold also for a singular Hamiltonian
 Nevertheless� signi�cantly di�erent
approaches to KAM theory are followed in these papers� the Kolmogorov�s approach �ensuring the
surviving of one concrete Diophantine torus�� and the Arnold�s approach �producing a large Cantor
family of surviving tori�
 These two approaches were followed initially for the standard KAM theorem in
�Kol��� BGGS��� and in �Arn��� P"os���� respectively� and have both been translated to the hyperbolic
context


Among the quoted papers� we follow here the approach of �Eli�� Nie�� which are close to the
original Kolmogorov�s approach� in the sense that the normalizing transformation converges on a whole
neighborhood of the torus� making possible the study of the dynamics near the torus and the local
whiskers
 In particular� this will allow us to control a neighborhood of the local stable whisker� which
can be ensured in this way to contain also a piece of the global stable whisker �see section ��


We also point out that most of the papers quoted above give the hyperbolic KAM theorem in terms
of some local variables �u� v� �� I�� sometimes called hyperbolic variables� in which the whiskers become
coordinate planes� in a neighborhood �of some radius r�  �� around the whiskered torus
 Denoting #
the change to the hyperbolic variables� our starting Hamiltonian �	��� can be written G � G� � �G��
with

G��u� v� I� � H� � # � h�� Ii� 	

�

Db�I� IE� 
uv �O��uv��

G��u� v� �� I� � H� � #�
The change # comes from the well�known Moser�s theorem �Mos��� �see also �CG�� xA��� on the conver�
gence of the Birkho� normal form for a 	�degree�of�freedom Hamiltonian near a hyperbolic equilibrium
point
 In this way� the pendulum P can be taken to a function of uv� and recall that 
  � is the
Lyapunov exponent� de�ned in ��


The hyperbolic KAM theorem expressed in the hyperbolic variables provides� under the suitable
conditions� a symplectic transformation $ to normal form�eG � G �$ � const � h�� Ii� %
uv �O��uv� I�� �	��

In a further step from this habitual framework that uses the hyperbolic variables� Eliasson rewrote
the hyperbolic KAM theorem and expressed it directly in the  original variables! �Eli�� p
 ���
 This
is very suitable to our purpose of carrying out a global control of the whiskers in order to study their
splitting �see section �
	�


Besides� another important fact in Eliasson�s paper �Eli�� is that he takes advantage of the properties
of the exact symplectic transformations that appear in the construction of the normal form
 This tool
is very useful in order to detect homoclinic intersections� because it will allow us to put the splitting
function as the gradient of a splitting potential �see section �
��
 To recall what an exact symplectic
transformation is� consider the 	�form

� � ��ydx� Id��� �	��

�



whose di�erential is the standard symplectic ��form�

d� � dx � dy � d� � dI�

A transformation � is symplectic if the 	�form ����� is closed� and it is exact symplectic if this 	�form
is exact �� dS� globally� for some scalar primitive S�


As a simple example� a translation Ta � �u� v� �� I� 
� �u� v� �� I � a� is symplectic but not exact
symplectic if a �� �
 Indeed� its primitive would be ha� �i� but this function cannot be de�ned globally
for � � Tn� because it is not periodic in �


In �Eli��� a translation Ta is carried out on the normal form �	��� with a suitable a � Rn such that
$�Ta is exact symplectic
 This transformation is translated from the hyperbolic variables to the original
ones� � � # �$ � Ta � #��
 Then the Hamiltonian eH � H � � can be taken as the normal form for H 

This provides the result of �Eli�� p
 ���� which we state below as theorem 	


On the other hand� the very recent paper by Niederman �Nie� deals with a similar framework� and
provides a more re�ned version of the hyperbolic KAM theorem �in the hyperbolic variables�� concerning
the loss � of complex domain in the angle variables �
 Although this control on � is not necessary in
the present paper� it is important in obtaining asymptotic estimates for the splitting in the singular case
�taking � as some power of the perturbation parameter ��� as we plan to do in the next future
 The
paper �Nie� also works with exact symplectic transformations and� as a di�erence� the nondegeneracy
condition imposed is the isoenergetic one instead of ���


In fact� the control on the loss � was previously carried out in some papers that deal with somewhat
di�erent contexts� in �RW�� for the Arnold�s approach to the hyperbolic KAM theorem� and in �DGJS��
for fast quasiperiodic perturbations of a pendulum
 Later� this feature is applied in an extension theorem
and then exponentially small asymptotic estimates for the splitting are obtained �see �DS�� DGJS��
RW���


In this work� we de�ne for r  � the complex domain

Br � f�x� y� �� I� � jxj � jyj � jI j � jIm�j  rg �

For a function f�x� y� �� I� analytic on some domain D �and continuous on its closure�� we denote jf jD
its supremum norm


In the whole paper� we will denote C�C�� C�� � � � some suitable �big enough� positive constants not
depending on �� �
 These constants will be relabeled along the paper
 We point out that this dependence
on �� � is considered apart because these amounts depend on � in the singular case
 We will also write
f � O�g� if we can bound jf j  C jgj


Theorem � Let H � H� � �H� as described in ����	
 analytic on Br �r  r�	� Assume the frequency
vector � satis�es the Diophantine condition ���	 for some �  n � 	 and �  �� Assume also the
nondegeneracy condition �	� Then for j�j  	�C
 there exists an exact symplectic transformation
� � ������ � B�r �� Br �analytic with respect to �x� y� �� I� and �	
 � � � � 	
 and there exist

a � a���
 b � b��� �analytic in �	
 such that eH � H �� takes the form

eH � const � h�� I � ai� b bP �x� y� I� � O�

� bP �x� y� I�� I � a
�
� �	��

Besides
 the following estimates hold�

j�� idjB�r � O���� jaj � jb� 	j � O���� �	��

The constants r�
 �
 C do not depend on �
 ��

In order to keep a more readable notation� we shall not make explicit the ��dependence of �� a� b

Remarks�

	
 The normal form eH is not integrable in general� because it is nothing but rewriting the original
HamiltonianH in other variables �without trucating it�
 Nevertheless� it is clear from the structure

of eH that it has a whiskered torus and the associated local whiskers� as we detail in the next section


�



�
 The price paid for obtaining an exact symplectic transformation in theorem 	 is that the torus� in
the normal form variables� is shifted from I � � to I � a


�
 The most important point about theorem 	 is that� thanks to the use of the variables x� y instead of
the hyperbolic variables� the local normal form eH can be put in terms of the generalized pendulumbP �x� y� I�
 We use intensively this feature in section �
	


�
 The validity of this result in the singular case� with � � �p and � � ���
p
�� can be established

from the fact that the associated constants do not depend on �� �
 Then the theorem applies in
the singular case provided j�j is small enough


��� Parameterization of the perturbed torus and its local whiskers

The local normal form eH given in �	�� has a hyperbolic invariant torus of frequency vector �
 This torus

and its associated local whiskers fW�
loc �stable� and fW�

loc �unstable� can be parameterized as follows�

eT � %z���� � ����h�� ai � �� a�� � � Tn�fW�
loc � %z�s� �� � �x��bs�� y��bs�� h�� ai � �� ���bs�� a�� 	s � s�� � � Tn �	��

�recall the drift term de�ned in �		��� with a suitable s� � s��r�
 Indeed� in order to have %z�s� �� � B�r�
we need jx��bs�j � jy��bs�j � jaj  �r
 These inequalities hold for jsj � s� with some s� only depending on

r
 In the parameters s� �� the dynamics of eH on fW�
loc is given by �s � 	� �� � �
 We will assume that

the meaningless additive constant in �	�� has been chosen in such a way that eH �fW�
loc

�
� �


We then have� for the original perturbed Hamiltonian H � a hyperbolic torus and its associated local
stable and unstable whiskers�

T � z���� � � �%z����� � � � Tn�
W�

loc � z�loc�s� �� � � �%z�s� ��� � 	s � s�� � � Tn�

In the following lemma� to be used in section �
	� we give a �rst order approximation in � for the
shift of the perturbed torus T with respect to the unperturbed torus T�� along the I�component
 Thus�
we measure I���� �the I�component of z�����
 To describe this approximation� we consider the �zero
average� scalar function ���� solving the following small divisors equation�

h�� ���i�H���� �� �� � H���� �� �� ��� �	�

where the notation f denotes the ��average of a function f 
 It is a well�known fact that the Diophantine
condition �	�� ensures the existence of the solution � �see for instance �R"us���� in fact this goes back
to �Kol����
 The use of � as a �rst approximation for the perturbed torus was introduced by Treschev
�Tre��


Lemma � For any � � Tn
 one has

I���� � � �� � ������� � O
�
��
�
� ����

where we de�ne

� � �b��� ��IH� � ��yH�

�
��� �� ��� ��	�

Proof� Let us write z���� � z����� � �z����� � O
�
��
�

 It is clear that I�� ��� � �� and we have to �nd

I�� ���
 The HamiltonianH has z�����t� as a quasiperiodic trajectory densely �lling the invariant torus
T 
 Note that d

dtz
�����t� � h�� ��z���� �t�i �we are using the notation h�� ��fi �

Pn
j�� �j��jf also

for a vector function f����� therefore z���� satis�es the following partial di�erential equation�

h�� ��z����i � JrH �z����� �





where J denotes the standard symplectic matrix
 We can write this equation in components �disregard�
ing the y�component� that is not needed here��

h�� ��x����i � y���� � h�� I����i� ��yH� �z
����� � ����

h�� �������i � � ��I���� � �y���� � ��IH� �z
����� � ����

h�� ��I����i � ����H� �z
����� ����

�in the last component� we have used implicitly that the n components of I are �rst integrals of H��

Expanding in � up to �rst order� we obtain�

h�� ��x�����i � y����� � h�� I�� ���i � �yH� �z
�
����� � ����

h�� ��������i � �I�� ��� � �y����� � �IH� �z
�
����� � ����

h�� ��I�� ���i � ���H� �z
�
����� � ����

Note that ���� is a �vector� small divisors equation for I�� ���
 This equation is of the same type as �	��
but now with a zero average function in the right hand side
 In fact� taking a ��derivative in �	� we get�

�� � �
�����

�
� �� �h�� ������i� � ��H� �z

�
����� �

Comparing this equation to ����� we obtain the equality I�� ���� I�� � �������

To determine � � I�� � we take average parts in ��������

y�� �
�
�� I��

�
� �yH� �z������ � ��

�I�� � �y�� � �IH� �z������ � ��

Solving these linear equations� and recalling the matrix b� introduced in ���� we obtain ��	�

We have to check also that the constant involved in the O

�
��
�
�term in ���� can be understood in

the sense described just before theorem 	
 We see from ���� and ���� that the di�erence I������I�� ���
satis�es the small divisors equation

h�� �� �I���� � �I�� ����i � �� ���H� �z
����� � ��H� �z

�
������ � ����

The right hand side of this equality is clearly O
�
��
�
for � � Tn� according to �	�� and the de�nition of

z����
 Then the solution of ����� without its average part� satis�es the bound

�I���� � �I�� ���� �
�
I� � �I��

�
� O

�
��
�

�with � as a denominator� but this is a constant�
 Using ������� and �������� we can also obtain a
bound for the average part� I� � �I�� � O

�
��
�
� and we then get the right bound for the O

�
��
�
�term

in ����

Remarks�

	
 We could also have deduced this lemma from a proof of the hyperbolic KAM theorem� considering
the �rst iteration in the KAM iterative process
 Nevertheless� since we do not give in this paper
the proof of this theorem� we have included here a direct proof of lemma �


�
 Proceeding analogously to this lemma� one can easily obtain the following generalization� for any
given �rst integral F of H�� one has the approximation F �z������ F �z����� � � fF� �g �z������ �
O
�
��
�



�
 The mean value I� is closely related to the constant a in theorem 	
 Using the exactness of the
normalizing transformation �� one can check that I��a � O

�
��
�

 However� we will not need this

fact later


For the local perturbed whiskers W�
loc� it is easy to establish that

lim
s���

	
z�loc�s� ��� z���	 	��



� �

like in �	��� as well as exponentially decreasing bounds like in �	��� but replacing the Lyapunov exponents
	
 by 	b

 More precisely� the following lemma provides an asymptotic formula for the local whiskers
W�

loc near the torus T � to be used in section �
	


	�



Lemma � For any 	s � s� and � � Tn
 one has

z�loc�s� �� � z���	 	�� � z��s��	�� � O
�
e��s���

�
�

Proof� We proceed simultaneously for the local stable whisker and the unstable one
 Denoting ���� �
�� id� we have

z�loc�s� ��� z���	 	�� � %z�s� ��� %z���	 	�� � ���� �%z�s� ��� ����� �%z���	 	��� �

From �	��� we note that
%z�s� ��� %z���	 	�� � z��bs��	��

�which does not depend on ��
 We have the inequality

jz��bs��	��� z��s��	��j  j�sz�j j�b� 	�sj  Ce��s�� j�j�

To obtain this� we have used the fact that �sz��s� �� � �y��s���V ��x��s��� y��s��� �� is exponentially
decreasing to � for s � 	�� together with a bound of the type jsj e�s  e�s��� and also that we can
assume jb� 	j  	�� from �	��
 On the other hand� we have the following inequality�������� �%z�s� ��� ����� �%z���	 	���

���  ���d����
��� j%z�s� ��� %z��� 	 	��j  C � j�jC ��e�b�s�

Here� we have obtained from �	�� a bound for
��d����

�� �on a real domain�� and we have also used a bound
analogous to �	��� with �b
 instead of �

 By �	��� we can assume b � 	��
 Then the proof is �nished
by combining the two exponential bounds obtained


��� Parameterization of the perturbed global whiskers

The parameterizations of the whiskers W�
loc� introduced in section �
�� valid for 	s � s�� can easily be

extended to further values of s in a natural way� since the whiskers are formed by trajectories associated
to our Hamiltonian H 
 We denote W� the extended or global whiskers� our aim is to measure the
distance between them


We will denote $t and $t
� the time�t Hamiltonian �ows associated to H and H� respectively� for real

values of t

The extended parameterizations z��s� �� for the global whiskers are de�ned in such a way that the

trajectories on W� are given by t 
� z��s � t� � � �t�
 For the global unstable whisker we de�ne� as
long as the domain of H is not left�

z��s� �� � $s��s �z�loc �&s� �� � �s� &s��
�
�

with any &s � �s�
 From the properties of the �ow� we see that this de�nition does not depend on the
choice of &s
 Note that the analyticity of z��s� �� with respect to s� � can be established in the following
simple way� for any s in a neighborhood of some �xed s�� we choose &s � s � �s� � &s�� �analytic in s��
then one has

z��s� �� � $s���s� �z�loc �s� �s� � &s�� � �� � �s� � &s���
�
�

which is clearly analytic in s� �
 Proceeding similarly� we can de�ne z��s� �� for the global stable
whisker


We assume our starting Hamiltonian H in �	� analytic on a complex domain

Dr � f�x� y� �� I� � jImxj � jyj � jIm�j � jI j  rg �

with r  �
 Note that Dr � Br� but the new domain Dr is global in Rex � T
 We will assume r big
enough in order to contain a neighborhood of the �global� unperturbed whiskers� say jyj  r�� on W�

As we see below� the domain Dr can also be ensured to contain a large piece of the perturbed global
whiskers W�


		



It is not hard to establish� from the variational equations for H�� the following inequalities� for given
z� z�� ��$t

��z
���$t

��z�
��  eK�jtj jz� � zj �

��$t�z��$t
��z�

��  K�

�
eK�jtj � 	

�
j�j � ���

for any t as long as the �ows remain in the domain of H 
 The constants Kj do not depend on �� �

Note that the factor K� j�j in the second inequality comes from the fact that r�H �H�� � O���


It can be deduced from the inequalities ��� that a trajectory z�t� with initial condition z�t�� at
distance O��� to the unperturbed whisker W� remains at distance O��� for a time interval O�	�
 Then
the perturbed global whiskersW� remain close to W�� for an interval of values of the parameter s
 The
following lemma gives a more precise statement of this property
 We recall that we are dealing here only
with real trajectories
 Similar estimates for complex trajectories are more involved� and require to apply
an extension theorem� like in �DS�� DGJS�� RW��


The lemma refers only to the unstable whisker W�
 The version for the stable whisker W� is
completely analogous


Lemma � The bound
z��s� �� � z��s� �� � O

�
eK�s�

�
holds for any � � Tn and for any real s such that

s � �s�� eK�s j�j  	

C
� ����

and then z��s� �� remains in Dr�

Proof� For given s � �s� and �� let ��s� � &s � �s�� and &� � �� � �s� &s�
 Using �	��� we can easily
establish the inequality ��z�loc �&s� &��� z� �&s� &��

��  C � j�j �
Then applying ���� we obtain���z��s� �� � z��s� ��

�� �
��$s��s �z�loc �&s� &����$s��s

� �z� �&s� &���
��

 ��$s��s �z�loc �&s� &����$s��s
�

�
z�loc �&s� &��

���� ��$s��s
�

�
z�loc �&s� &��

��$s��s
� �z� �&s� &���

��
 K�

�
eK��s��s� � 	

�
j�j� eK��s��s� ��z�loc �&s� &��� z� �&s� &��

��
 C ��eK�s j�j  C ��

C
�

r

�
�

provided we choose C � �C ���r in ����
 In this way� we keep z��s� �� in Dr


� The Poincar�e�Melnikov method for whiskered tori

��� Melnikov potential and Melnikov function

In order to provide a �rst order approximation for the splitting� we introduce the �scalar� Melnikov
potential and the �vector� Melnikov function as� respectively� the following functions� ��independent and
periodic in � � Tn�

L��� � �
Z �

��

�
H� �H� � f��H�g

�
�z��t� �� �t�� dt� ��	�

M��� � ��L��� � �
Z �

��
��� �H� � f��H�g�� �z��t� �� �t�� dt� ����

Recall that H��x� y� I� denotes the ��average of H�� and that ��x� y� �� I� � ���� is the �zero average�
function solving the small divisors equation �	�
 Notice that L � � �and of course M � ��� because the
function inside the integral has zero average


	�



We point out that the Melnikov integrals introduced in ��	���� are absolutely convergent
 Indeed�
note that the function H� �H� � f��H�g vanishes on T���

H� �H� � f��H�g
�
�z������ �

�
H� �H� � h�� ���i

�
�z������ � � �� � Tn� ����

Using this fact� together with the exponentially decreasing bounds �	��� we obtain the absolute conver�
gence
 We recall that the function �� which gives the absolute convergence� is closely related to the shift
of the perturbed torus T with respect to the unperturbed torus T� in applying KAM theorem� as shown in
lemma �
 Our use of absolutely convergent integrals in the formulation of the Poincar�e�Melnikovmethod
for whiskered tori makes a di�erence with respect to some previous works �HM��� Wig��� Rob���� where
conditionally convergent integrals are used and the integration limits have to be carefully chosen


Another important fact is that our formulas for L and M are useful in both the coupled and the
uncoupled cases �in ���� � �� � and � � � respectively�� as we illustrate in sections �
� and �
�
 Related
expressions� also valid in both cases� were previously obtained by Treschev �Tre��
 In that paper� the
Melnikov function was expressed with the help of some correcting terms giving rise to the absolute
convergence
 We have improved that expression� obtaining a more compact formula ����� which includes
the correcting terms in the integral �the Melnikov potential was not introduced in �Tre���


It is useful to provide alternative expressions for the Melnikov potential and the Melnikov function�
similar to the ones given in �Tre��
 These expressions contain the correcting terms quoted just above�

L��� � lim
T��

�
�
Z T

�T

�
H� �H�

�
�z��t� �� �t��dt� ���� 	�� �T �� ���� 	�� �T �


� ����

M��� � lim
T��

�
�
Z T

�T
��H��z��t� �� �t��dt� ������ 	�� �T �� ������ 	�� �T �


� ����

To show that ��	� is equal to ����� note thatZ T

�T
f��H�g �z��t� �� �t�� dt �

Z T

�T

d

dt
� �z��t� �� �t�� dt � � �z��T� �� �T ��� � �z���T� �� �T ��

and� in view of �	��� this expression inside the limit in ��	� can be substituted by ��� � 	� � �T � �
���� 	�� �T �
 This gives ����� and we obtain ���� just taking a ��derivative


We recall also that an expression equivalent to our Melnikov potential� valid in the coupled case�
appeared already in �CG�� x�� in terms of its Fourier expansion
 However� our expression ��	� looks
much simpler


Concerning the uncoupled case � � �� we can obtain a simpler and perhaps more classical formula
for the Melnikov potential �and� obviously� for the Melnikov function��

L��� � �
Z �

��

	�
H� �H�

�
�z��t� �� �t��� �H� �H�

�
�z����� �t��



dt

� �
Z �

��
�H� �z��t� �� �t���H� �z

�
���� �t��� dt� const�

as one deduces from the following computation� valid for any t�� t��

���� �t��� ���� �t�� �

Z t�

t�

d

dt
���� �t�dt

�

Z t�

t�

f��H�g �z����� �t�� dt �

Z t�

t�

�
H� �H�

�
�z����� �t�� dt� ����

where we have used ����

Another simple case is that of a perturbation vanishing on the whiskered torus� H� � O��x� y� I�
 In

this case� the whiskered torus remains unchanged
 We have � � � in ��	� and therefore the following
integral is absolutely convergent and can be applied�

L��� � �
Z �

��

�
H� �H�

�
�z��t� �� �t�� dt � �

Z �

��
H� �z��t� �� �t�� dt� const� ����

	�



The absolute convergence of the integral for the Melnikov function in this case was already pointed out
in �Rob���
 For n � 	� ���� coincides with �DR�� formula ��
	���


Coming again to the general case considered at the beginning� the following standard result shows
that a �rst order approximation for the splitting between the global whiskers is given in terms of the
Melnikov function M 
 Since both whiskers are �n � 	��dimensional manifolds contained in the same
��n � 	��dimensional level of energy� it is enough to express its distance by an n�dimensional measure

We take the di�erence I�� I� as the measure for the splitting �we denote I��s� �� the I�component of
the parameterizations z��s� ���


Proposition � Assuming j�j small enough
 one has for any jsj  s� and � � Tn the following approx�
imation�

I��s� �� � I��s� �� � ���L��� �s� � O
�
��
�
� ����

Proof� For eK�s� j�j  	�C� we can apply lemma � directly and then I��s� �� and I��s� �� can both be
de�ned in the whole interval �s�  s  s�
 We write

I��s� ��� I��s� �� �
�
I��s� ��� I���� 	��

� � �I��s� ��� I���� 	��
�

��I���� 	�� � I���� 	��� �

First� we are going to write the �rst two terms in this expression as integrals
 Applying that �I �
���H � ����H� �so we are using that I�� � � � � In are �rst integrals of the unperturbed Hamiltonian
H��� we obtain�

I��s� ��� I���	 	��

� �
Z ��

s

d

dt

	
I��t� �� �s� �t�� I���� �s	 	� � �t�



dt

� �

Z ��

s

	
��H�

�
z��t� �� �s� �t�

�� ��H� �z
���� �s	 	�� �t��



dt� ���

Note that lemma � ensures the absolute convergence of these improper integrals

For the �rst order approximations of the parameterizations involved� write

I��s� �� � �I�� �s� �� � O
�
��
�
� I���� � �I�� ��� � O

�
��
�
�

and recall from lemma � that I�� ��� � � � ������
 It is clear that

I�� �s� ��� I�� �s� �� �
�
I�� �s� ��� I�� ��� 	��

� � �I�� �s� ��� I�� ��� 	��
�

��I�� ��� 	�� � I�� ��� 	��� �

Considering the �rst order in � in ���� we get the following integrals� along unperturbed homoclinic
trajectories�

I�� �s� �� � I�� ��	 	�� �

Z ��

s

���H� �z��t� �� �s� �t��� ��H� �z
�
���� �s	 	�� �t��� dt

� lim
T��

�Z �T

s

��H� �z��t� �� �s� �t�� dt

� ������ �s	 	�	 �T � � �����	 	��

�
� ����

where we have used the equality ����� rewriting there � as ���s		� and taking a ��derivative
 Using
also that

I�� ��� 	�� � I�� ��� 	�� � ������� 	�� � ������ 	���

we obtain the �rst order approximation of �����

I�� �s� ��� I�� �s� �� � M��� �s� � ��L��� �s��

	�



with the function M according to the expression ����� which is equivalent to our de�nition ����


To end the proof� we still have to bound the remainder and show that the constant in the O
�
��
�
�term

in ���� does not depend on �
 First� we consider the di�erence between ��� and its approximation given
by ����� �

I��s� �� � I���	 	��
�� �

�
I�� �s� �� � I�� ��	 	��

�
� �

Z ��

s

	
��H�

�
z��t� �� �s� �t�

�� ��H� �z
���� �s	 	�� �t��

���H� �z��t� �� �s� �t�� � ��H� �z
�
���� �s	 	�� �t��� dt

� O
�
��
�
�

To obtain this estimate� the integral has been broken in two parts�
R ��
�s� and

R �s�
s 
 For the �rst part�

we have used the exponentially decreasing estimate of lemma � and� with the help of the mean value
theorem� we have obtained an O

�
��
�
�estimate
 For the second part of the integral� we have used the

extended estimate of lemma � and another simpler estimate to obtain also an O
�
��
�
�estimate
 Note

that� for this second part� the length of the interval of the integral can be bounded by a constant�
j	s� � sj  �s�
 Finally� it follows from lemma � the following estimate for the last term�

�I���� 	��� I���� 	��� � � �I�� ��� 	��� I�� ��� 	��� � O
�
��
�
�

Combining these estimates� we obtain ����


Remark� The approximation for I��s� �� � I��s� �� only depends on � � �s at �rst order in � but�
in general� it has a more complicated dependence at higher orders
 In the same way� the �rst order
approximation is a gradient of a scalar function L but we cannot ensure this fact at higher orders


As a simple corollary of proposition �� we see that in the regular case the simple zeros of the Melnikov
function M give rise� for j�j small enough� to transverse homoclinic intersections between the perturbed
whiskers
 As is well�known� if a point belongs to the homoclinic intersection� then its whole orbit is also
contained in the intersection �this fact is closely related to the dependence on ���s�
 Thus� it is enough
to �nd the zeros of M�� � �s� for a �xed value of s �a ��section�� and from the simple zeros of M we
get transverse homoclinic orbits biasymptotic to the perturbed torus �contained in both the stable and
the unstable whiskers�


Since the function M is the gradient of the Melnikov potential L� it is obvious that the simple zeros
of M are the nondegenerate critical points of L
 If the function L �de�ned on Tn� is a Morse function
�its critical points are all nondegenerate� a generic property�� we deduce from Morse theory that for j�j
small enough there exist at least �n transverse homoclinic orbits


It is well�known that this argument does not apply in the singular case� � � ���
p
� and � � �p�

because the Melnikov function M is typically exponentially small in � �see the example in section �
��

To ensure that �M��� �s� dominates the O

�
��
�
�term� one has to assume � exponentially small with

respect to �
 For larger values of �� the existence of intersections cannot follow directly from ����


As said in the introduction� the study of the splitting in the singular case requires a more careful
analysis� which is not carried out in this paper �see instead �DGJS�� RW�� GGM��
 Nevertheless�
the e�ective existence of a number of homoclinic intersections� for both the regular and singular cases�
will be established in section �
�
 This will require to introduce other variables in which the di�erence
I� � I� �and not only its �rst order approximation� becomes the gradient with respect to the angle
variables of some periodic function� called splitting potential


Another important fact is that� in the proof of proposition �� we have used that the n components
of I are �rst integrals of H�
 Following Treschev �Tre��� we can generalize proposition � in order to
give an analogous �rst order approximation for the di�erence F �z��s� ��� � F �z��s� ���� where F is
any given �rst integral of the unperturbed Hamiltonian H�
 De�ne the �scalar� function

MF ��� �

Z �

��
fF�H� � f��H�gg �z��t� �� �t��dt ��	�

	�



�again� this formula is more compact than in �Tre���
 In the uncoupled case �� � ��� this function can
also be written as

MF ��� �

Z �

��
�fF�H�g �z��t� �� �t��� fF�H�g �z����� �t��� dt�

The di�erence between the values of the �rst integral F on both manifolds admits the following �rst
order approximation�

F
�
z��s� ��

�� F
�
z��s� ��

�
� �MF ��� �s� � O

�
��
�
�

We omit the proof because it is analogous to that of proposition �

Let us consider now some interesting particular cases
 Taking F � Ij � it is clear that

MIj ��� � ��jL���� j � 	� � � � � n�

For F � H�� it is not hard to see from ��	� that MH� � �
 Taking into account that the function bP
de�ned in ��� is also a �rst integral of H�� we deduce from ��� that� considering F � bP �

MbP ��� �s� � �h�� ��L��� �s�i � d

ds
L��� �s��

Thus� the vector
�
MbP �MI� � � � � �MIn

�
is the gradient of the Melnikov potentialL����s� when considered

a function of all the variables s� � �i
e
 a function de�ned on the separatrixW��


��� A computable coupled example

Now we illustrate the computation of the Melnikov integrals in a simple coupled case� with n�	 degrees
of freedom
 Afterwards� we consider a more particular case and show �in the regular case� the existence
of a number of transverse homoclinic intersections


Let us introduce our example H � H� � �H�
 For the integrable part� we choose the standard
pendulum V �x� � cosx� 	� and include a coupling term with � �� ��

H� � h�� Ii� 	

�
h�I� Ii� y�

�
� cosx� 	 � h�� Ii y�

In the perturbation� we consider a real function H� only depending on ��

H���� �
X
k	Zn

hke
ihk��i�

It is important to notice that for � � �� the Hamiltonian H decouples� and there is no possibility of
splitting of the separatrices of H�
 So we assume � �� �
 With this perturbation H����� the solution
���� of equation �	� is simply

���� �
X
k 
��

hk
i hk� �i e

ihk��i�

and the Melnikov potential is given by its Fourier series L��� �
P

k 
�� Lke
ihk��i� where each coe�cient

can be written as Lk � hklk� where

lk �
hk� �i
hk� �i J �hk� �i � hk� ��i�� ����

and we de�ne

J �a� b� �

Z �

��
eiateib�x��t������y��t�dt� ����

	�



which is always real provided a� b are real �we integrate an odd function in the imaginary part�
 In this
integral� �x��t�� y��t�� is the well�known �positive� homoclinic trajectory of the standard pendulum�

x��t� � � arctan et� y��t� � �x��t� �
�

cosh t
� ����

For the sake of simplicity� we will assume that � is  half�integer! �i
e
 �� � Zn�
 In this way� we only
have to consider integer values of b � hk� ��i in the integral ����� which can computed in this case using
residue theory
 Indeed� one has

ei�x��t������ �
	 � i sinh t

cosh t
� ����

and hence the function inside the integral ���� has only one singularity in the complex domain � 
Im t  �	� a pole of order b�	 at t � �	i�� �this singularity becomes logarithmic if b is not integer� and
then residue theory cannot be applied�
 Some computations from ���� lead for b � � to the following
formula�

J �a� b� �
X

��p�l�b��
���	�p

�
b

�l

��
l

p

�
I�a� b� �p� 	�

�
X

��p�l��b�����
���	�p��

�
b

�l � 	

��
l

p

�
a

b� �p
I�a� b� �p��

where we de�ne

I�a� r� �
Z �

��

cosat

coshr t
dt�

This integral satis�es the recurrence

I�a� r� � a� � �r � ���

�r � 	��r � ��
I�a� r � ���

and can be computed from

I�a� 	� � 	

cosh�	a���
� I�a� �� � 	a

sinh�	a���
� ����

which are computed by residue theory
 Thus� we are able to compute J �a� b� for any real a and integer
b � �
 �For any real b � � but not integer� we can still express J �a� b� in terms of I�a� b � �b�� and
I�a� b � �b� � 	�� where �b� denotes the integer part of b
� For integer b � �� we can use the equality
J �a� b� � J ��a��b�
 For instance� we obtain

J �a� �� �
�	

cosh�	a���
� J �a�		� � �	ae��a��

sinh	a
� J �a�	�� � ��	a�e��a��

sinh	a
�

Next� in order to show the existence of transverse homoclinic intersections� we consider a more speci�c
example� with a �nite number of harmonics
 To obtain this result� the perturbation H���� requires at
least n harmonics �as it will be clear below�
 So we consider a trigonometric polynomial

H���� �

nX
j��

� jhj j cos
�D

k�j�� �
E
� �j

�
�for simplicity� we write hj instead of hk�j� �
 We assume that the coe�cients hj are all nonvanishing� and
that the integer vectors k�j� are linearly independent� denote ' � det

�
k���� � � � � k�n�

� �� �
 If the factors
lj �� lk�j� �� obtained from ����� are all nonvanishing� we are going to show that the Melnikov potential
L��� associated to this problem is a Morse function having exactly �n j'j critical points
 For instance�
a concrete example in which this result applies is � � �

�e�� k
��� � e�� k

�j� � e� � ej � j � �� � � � � n �where
e�� � � � � en denotes the canonical basis of Zn�� in this case we have lj �� � and ' � 	� and therefore
exactly �n critical points


	�



Writing the trigonometric polynomialH���� in the exponential form and using that lk � l�k in �����
we obtain

L��� �

nX
j��

� jhj j lj cos
�D

k�j�� �
E
� �j

�
�

Then we have

M��� � �
nX
j��

�k�j� jhj j lj sin
�D

k�j�� �
E
� �j

�
�

and therefore the critical points are the solutions �� of the following �n linear systems on Tn� where
each 
j can be � or 	� D

k�j�� ��
E
� �j � 
j �mod �	�� j � 	� � � � � n

�notice that the critical points obtained are exactly those of H�����
 For each choice of �
�� � � � � 
n��
the system has j'j solutions �see for instance �LM��� appendix ���� so the number of critical points is
�n j'j
 To see that any critical point is nondegenerate� we compute the determinant of the symmetric
matrix ��M ���� � � �

�L ����� which gives also a measure of the transversality�

det � �
�L ���� � det

���� nX
j��

k�j�
�
k�j�

��
jhj j lj cos
j

�A
� ����n'� �

nY
j��

jhj j lj cos
j � 	�n'� �
nY
j��

jhj j lj �� ��

��� A singular example with small divisors

Consider now the Hamiltonian H � H� � �H�� with

H��x� y� I� � h�� Ii� 	

�
h�I� Ii� y�

�
� cosx� 	�

H��x� �� � �cosx� 	�f���� f��� �
X
k	Zn

fke
ihk��i�

The integrable Hamiltonian H� is uncoupled �� � � in ����� and consists of a pendulum and n rotors

Note also that the perturbation H� depends only on the angles x� � and that� since H� � O��x�� the
whiskered torus remains �xed �as in the original Arnold�s example �Arn����
 However� following �Chi��
p
 ���� and �Loc�� p
 		�� we will not assume that f��� is a trigonometric polynomial
 On the contrary�
we assume an analytic perturbation� with exponentially decreasing coe�cients�

jfkj  e�jkj	 �k � Zn n f�g
�note that the parameter � is the width of analyticity of H� in the angles ��
 We also consider fast
frequencies � � ���

p
�� because we are interested in a singular situation


The fact that H� � O��x� allows us to compute the Melnikov potential applying the simple for�
mula ����
 Using the expression ���� for the homoclinic trajectory of the standard pendulum� we have

L��� � �
Z �

��
�cosx��t�� 	�f��� �t�dt� const � �

Z �

��

f��� �t�

cosh� t
dt� const�

Taking into account that the additive constant is such that L � �� and writing L��� �
P

k 
�� Lke
ihk��i�

the Fourier coe�cients Lk can be computed explicitly using �����

Lk � �fk

Z �

��

eihk�
it

cosh� t
dt �

�	 hk� �i fk
sinh

�
�
� hk� �i

� ����

�note that the mean value f � f� does not in�uence the Melnikov potential�


	�



����� Upper bounds for the Melnikov potential

Let us obtain an upper bound of the Melnikov potential L in the case of fast frequencies� showing that
its size depends strongly on the small divisors properties of the frequencies
 We assume that the vector
�� is Diophantine� and introduce � � ���

p
� in �	��� for some � � n� 	
 We have

jLkj  �	p
�
jhk� ��ij � e�jkj	

sinh

�
	

�
p
�
jhk� ��ij

� �
Now� we use that sinhx � ex�� for x � 	� and simply apply sinhx � x for � � x � 	
 Note that

jhk� ��ij � �
p
�

	
for � � jkj  K� � K���� ��

�
	��

�
p
�

����

�

We obtain the following bounds for the Fourier coe�cients�

jLkj  �	p
�
jhk� ��ij exp

�
� jkj �� 	��

� jkj� p�
�
� � � jkj  K�� ����

jLkj  �e�jkj	� jkj  K�� ���

In order to bound the coe�cients ����� we use the following property� a function like g�u� � au �
bu�� � with a� b  �� has a minimum at u� � ��b�a��������� and one has g �u�� � �	 � 	��� au� �

�	 � 	��� ��a� b��������
 This implies that the worst bound in ����� for a given �  �� is given for the
indexes k such that

jhk� ��ij � ��

jkj� � jkj � K � K��� ��

�
	���

��
p
�

��������

�

and we get

jLkj  �	p
�
jhk� ��ij e��������	K �

�	p
�
jhk� ��ij exp

�
�C����������

�
� ����

where we de�ne

C �

�
	 �

	

�

��
	�����

�

��������

�

The contribution of the coe�cients ��� can be bounded as O
�
e�K�	

�
and� comparing the exponents of

� in K� and K� one sees that this contribution is smaller than ����
 Thus� for �  � small enough we
get an upper bound for the Melnikov potential� exponentially small in ��

jL���j  const

���������
exp

�
�C����������

�
� � � Tn�

Proceeding analogously for the Melnikov function M � ��L� whose Fourier coe�cients are Mk � ikLk�
one obtains the bound

jM���j  const

��������
exp

�
�C����������

�
� � � Tn�

It is an important point in these estimates to assume a perturbation with an in�nite number of
harmonics
 As stressed in �Loc�� xV��� one is then forced to take into account the small divisors
associated to the frequencies� and this leads to the exponent 	���� � �� inside the exponential
 Notice
that this exponent in the upper bound is reminiscent of the Nekhoroshev�like estimates
 Instead� if
one assumes a �nite number of harmonics �like in the Arnold�s example �Arn����� then one obtains the
exponent 	��� but this case is highly nongeneric


	



����� Lower bounds for the Melnikov potential in the golden mean case

A more precise description of the asymptotic behavior of L and M requires a very careful analysis of
the small divisors associated to the frequency vector ��
 For the case of � frequencies� �� � ���� � �

�
��

�i
e
 for n�	 � � degrees of freedom�� this analysis can be carried out applying the theory of continued
fractions to the frequency ratio �����

�
� 
 The simplest case is that of the golden mean�

�� � �	�(�� ( �

p
� � 	

�
� ��	�

which was �rst considered in �Sim��� and later on in �DGJS��� where lower bounds for the Melnikov
function and for the splitting were obtained
 We point out that such bounds can easily be generalized
if the golden mean ( in ��	� is replaced by another quadratic number �����

�
� �see also �RW�� for other

di�erent kinds of numbers�

On the other hand� a key point in dealing with the singular case is to assume that� in the perturbation�

at least the harmonics fk corresponding to the small divisors associated to �� are nonvanishing� because
the dominant harmonic is found among these ones
 Under this assumption� one can obtain the largest
lower bounds �with exponent 	���� � ��� in the Melnikov approximation� in order to ensure that this
approximation dominates the O

�
��
�
�remainder� as carried out in �DGJS��


Next� we shall get a lower bound for the Melnikov potential in the case ��	�� ensuring also that it
has nondegenerate critical points
 For the perturbation� in view of the discussion above� we assume that

jfkj � e�jkj	 �k � Z� n f�g �
For instance� the function

f��� �
sin��

cosh �� cos��
� sinh �

cosh �� cos��

satis�es this requirement
 Note that a non�even function f��� is allowed� so we are not assuming that
the perturbation H��x� �� is reversible �unlike �Gal�� RW�� GGM��


It is well�known that the small divisors associated to the golden mean ( are directly related to the
Fibonacci numbers�

F� � F� � 	� Fn � Fn�� � Fn��� n � ��

We de�ne also

CF �
	

( �(��
�

	p
�
�

and recall that
Fn�� � CF

�
(n � ��	�n(�n� � n � 	�

The best rational approximations of ( are given by the convergents Fn�Fn��
 In other words� the
indexes k�n� � �Fn��Fn��� �and also ��Fn� Fn���� are the ones that give the dominant behavior among
the small divisors hk� ��i
 More precisely� one has�D

k�n�� ��
E
� Fn � Fn��( �

��	�n
(n

�
��	�nCF
Fn��

�O

�
	

F 	
n��

�
� n � 	�

and also the following inequality �see �DGJS�� x���� for any k � �k���k�� such that k�  � is not a
Fibonacci number�

jhk� ��ij � jk� � k�(j  (CF
k�

� ����

Note that the frequency vector �� satis�es the Diophantine condition �	�� with � � 	

We are going to show that the dominant harmonics of the Fourier series of the Melnikov potential

L��� are the ones associated to the Fibonacci indexes k�n�
 We proceed as in �DGJS��� though the
context is somewhat di�erent
 Denoting Sn � Lk�n� � from ���� we directly obtain

jSnj � �	

(n
p
�
� e�Fn��	

sinh
�

�
�
n

p
�

� � n � 	�

��



The main part of this expression is given by��S�n�� � �	

(n
p
�
e�b

�
n � ����

where we de�ne
b�n � b�n��� � CF(

n����
	

�(n
p
�
� ����

For a given �  �� to �nd the dominant harmonic among the Fibonacci ones� we look for the minimum
exponent b�n� n � 	
 We introduce

D� �

r
	

�CF �
� C� � (

p
�	CF ��

and also

�n �

�
D�

(n��

��

�
��
(�n

�

We then obtain the following alternative expression for the exponents �����

b�n �
C�

�����

�
����(n��

D�
�

D�

����(n��

�
�

C�

����
cosh

�
log �� log �n

�

�
� ����

and it is clear that the minimum exponent is reached when log �n is closest to log �

To analyze better how the minimum value depends on �� we consider � � log �� and �n � log �n �

����n log(
 For a given �� the minimum among the j� � �nj is reached by only one integer N� � N�����
except for the case that � is some ��n � �n������ in which the minimum is reached for two integers N��
N� � 	
 Anyway� it easy to check that the function

%c��� � min
n
j� � �nj � j� � �N� j

is �� log(��periodic� continuous and piecewise linear� and for any � one has

�  %c���  � log(�

The extreme values � and � log( are obtained for � � �n and � � ��n � �n������ respectively
 In fact�
we can de�ne %c��� as the �� log(��periodic extension of

%c��� � j� � ��j � j� � ��j  � log(�

Now� consider the function c��� � cosh �%c������� that is� the �� log(��periodic extension of

c��� � C� cosh

�
� � ��

�

�
� j� � ��j  � log(�

This function satis�es

C�  c���  (	��C�

�
� �	������ � � ��C��

In terms of �� we see that the minimum exponent b�n is given by

b�N�
�

c�log ��

����
� ����

and this implies that the coe�cient S�N�
is the dominant one among the S�n
 Note that one has N� � 	

provided �  �� � � log(� i
e
 for �  ���(
�


Now� to see that the  whole! coe�cient SN� is also dominant among the Sn� we write these coe�cients
in the form

jSnj � �	

(n
p
�
e�bn �

�	



The new exponents bn � bn��� are related to the previous ones through

bn � b�n �
��	�nCF �

(n��
� log

�
	� exp

�
� 	

(n
p
�

��
�

and it is not hard to see that the new terms in this sum leave unchanged the fact that the minimum
exponent is given by n � N�
 We point out that the dominant coe�cient SN� is unique except for the
case that log � is close to some ��n � �n������ i
e
 for � close to some

��n �
�n
(�

�
��

(�n��
�

where there are two dominant coe�cients SN� � SN���

The non�Fibonacci coe�cients Lk� for k �� k�n�� do not dominate� since by ���� they can be bounded

similarly� but with (CF instead of CF 
 The exponent analogous to the b�n would now be� for the
non�Fibonacci indexes k�

jkj �� 	

�
p
�
jhk� ��ij � (���C�

����
�

which is bigger than the exponent obtained in ����� since (���  (	����
 In this way� the maximum value
of the Melnikov potential jL���j� � � T

�� can be approximated by its dominant Fibonacci harmonic�
given by

N���� � log ������

� log(
�

We obtain� for max�	T� jL���j� an upper bound and a lower bound� both of the type

const

����
exp

�
�c�log ��

����

�
�

����� Lower bounds for the determinant at the critical points of the Melnikov potential

in the golden mean case

We now want to show that the Melnikov potential L��� has nondegenerate critical points� as a �rst step
towards the existence of transverse homoclinic intersections in the singular case
 Like in section �
�� we
need to consider at least � harmonics in order to �nd these nondegenerate critical points �recall that here
n � ��
 Assume �  � �xed� not coinciding with any of the �n
 In the discussion above� we can consider
also the integer N���� reaching the  second! minimum among the b�n� it is clear that jN� �N�j � 	

Calling N � N��� � min �N�� N��� it turns out that �N�� � � � �N � and the Fibonacci coe�cients with
indexes N and N �	 give the � dominant harmonics in the Fourier expansion of the Melnikov potential
�note that this discussion is not valid if � is one of the �n� because then the  second! minimum among
the b�n and the  third! one reach the same value� and we cannot consider � dominant harmonics�


As in section �
�� it will be suitable to use the trigonometric form of the Fourier expansions
 For
the function f��� that gives the perturbation� we write fke

ihk��i � f�ke�ihk��i � � jfkj cos�hk� �i � �k��
note that if f��� is even �the reversible case�� then �k � � or �k � 	 for any k
 The main part of the
Melnikov potential L��� is given by its � dominant Fibonacci harmonics� with indexes N � N � 	
 This
main part can be written as

L�N���� � � jSN j cos
�D

k�N�� �
E
� �N

�
� � jSN��j cos

�D
k�N���� �

E
� �N��

�
�

where we denote �N � �k�N� 
 We can apply to this trigonometric polynomial the results of the end of
section �
�
 So we consider the determinant

'N � k
�N�
� k

�N���
� � k

�N�
� k

�N���
� � FN��FN�� � F �

N � ��	�N���

and hence L�N���� has exactly � critical points ��
 All of them are nondegenerate����det � �
�L

�N� ����
��� � � jSNSN��j �� ��

��



Again� we can use ���� to obtain the main part of this determinant�

�
��S�NS�N��

�� � ��	�

(�N���
e��b

�
N�b�N����

Using ���� and proceeding as before� we obtain expressions for the new exponent� analogous to ����
and �����

b�N � b�N�� � CF(
N����

	

�(N��p� �
C�

����
cosh

�
log �� log ��N

�

�
�

c��log ��

����
�

Here� we de�ne
C� � (	��C� � (���

p
�	CF ��

and c���� is a �� log(��periodic function� de�ned from

c���� � C� cosh

�
� � ���

�

�
� j� � ���j  � log(�

with ��� � log ���
 It is easy to �nd the extreme values of this function�

C�  c����  (	��C�

�
�

Now� we use that the trigonometric polynomial L�N���� gives the main contribution to L���
 We obtain�
at the � critical points� an upper bound and a lower bound for the determinant of � �

�L� both of the type

const

����
exp

�
�c��log ��

����

�
�

We recall that this determinant is a measure for the transversality of the splitting
 Finally� it is a direct
consequence of proposition � that� for � � o

�
exp

��c��log ���������� there exist � transverse homoclinic
intersections� as predicted by the Melnikov potential
 However� we recall that this is actually a regular
situation� and a justi�cation for the singular case � � �p� for some p  �� does not follow directly from
proposition �


��� Melnikov integrals for a heteroclinic case

Now� we consider the Hamiltonian �	��� without assuming that the perturbation H� is periodic with
respect to the variable x
 In this case� the unperturbed tori at x � � and at x � �	 must be considered

as di�erent� we denote them T �m�
� � m � �� �	
 For the unperturbed Hamiltonian H�� we have a

heteroclinic connection� the unstable whisker of T ���
� and the stable whisker of T ����

� coincide
 Applying
the hyperbolic KAM theorem in a neighborhood of each torus� under the usual assumptions� we get
perturbed tori T �m� as well as their local whiskers
 Extending these local whiskers to global ones� our
aim is to measure the splitting between the global unstable whiskerW����� of T ��� and the global stable
whisker W������ of T ����


Proceeding analogously to sections �
� and �
�� we can de�ne parameterizations z�m������ and
z�m����s� �� for the tori T �m� and the whiskers W�m���� respectively


It has to be pointed out that the perturbed tori T ��� and T ���� do not necessarily lie in the same
energy level �indeed� we cannot expect the additive constant in the normal form �	�� to be the same
for the two tori� because it comes from applying the KAM theorem independently to each one�
 If their
energy is not the same� the whiskers W����� and W������ do not intersect
 However� in the particular
case in which they lie in the same energy level� we can measure the splitting distance by considering the
di�erence between the parameterizations of the global whiskers� along the I�direction� I����� � I�������
and we want to obtain the �rst order approximation in �
 Writing

I������s� ��� I�������s� �� �
�
I������s� ��� I�������� 	��

�
�
�
I�������s� ��� I��������� 	��

�
�
�
I�������� 	�� � I��������� 	��

�
�

��



we then proceed like in the proof of proposition �
 The only di�erence lies in the fact that the shift of
the tori T �m�� with respect to the unperturbed ones� is not necessarily the same for the two tori
 More
precisely� lemma � provides di�erent approximations for the two perturbed tori�

I�������� 	�� � �
�
���� � ���

������ 	��
�
�O

�
��
�
�

I�������� � 	�� � �
�
����� � ���

������� 	��
�
�O

�
��
�
�

where each ��m���� solves the small divisors equationD
�� ���

�m�
E
�H��m� �� �� � H��m� �� �� ��� m � �� �	�

and the mean value of the shift is given at �rst order by

��m� � �b��� ��IH� � ��yH�

�
�m� �� ��� m � �� �	�

Taking into account these facts� we get the following �rst order approximation that generalizes �����

I������s� �� � I�������s� �� � �
�
���� � ����� �M��� �s�

�
�O

�
��
�
� ����

Here� the Melnikov function is again a gradient� M��� � ��L���� and the Melnikov potential can be
de�ned as the following modi�ed version for the formula ����� with correcting terms associated to ����

and ������

L��� � lim
T��

�
�
Z T

�T

�
H� �H�

�
�z��t� �� �t��dt� ������ � 	�� �T �� �������� 	�� �T �


�

We are interested in expressing the Melnikov potential by means of an absolutely convergent integral
that includes the correcting terms� like in ��	�
 The equivalence between formulas ��	� and ���� shown
in section �
	 cannot be generalized here because� in general� ���� �� �����
 Nevertheless� we can consider
a function e� that  interpolates! ���� and �����
 A way to construct such an interpolation is to choosee��x� y� �� I� solving the small divisors equation

h�� ��e�i�H� � H�� ����

One obtains a formula for L��� analogous to ��	�� replacing � by e�
 Besides� it is easy to check that

H��H��fe��H�g coincides with �
ne�� bPo on I � � �recall that bP was de�ned in ����
 We then obtain

the following simple expression� which does not depend on the choice of e��
L��� �

Z �

��

ne�� bPo �z��t� �� �t��dt� ���

We point out that� even if both whiskers lie in the same energy level� the constants ���� and �����

appearing in ����� associated to the shift of the tori� make it more involved to �nd transverse heteroclinic
intersections in the regular case� because they are not given by the nondegenerate critical points of L�
when ���� �� �����
 Also� to detect heteroclinic intersections from the Melnikov functionM � it is necessary
that the maximum of jM j is greater than the di�erence

������� � ����
��
 The situation becomes even more

disappointing in the singular case� because M will be typically exponentially small in �� then to �nd
heteroclinic intersections one needs that the mean shift of the two tori is the same to all orders �for
instance� assuming that the two tori remain unchanged under the perturbation�


As an illustration for the formula ���� we consider the example provided in �HM��� �see also �Wig���
x�
�d��
 This is a Hamiltonian of the type �	���� with n� 	 � � degrees of freedom� V �x� � cosx � 	�
� � �� and the following perturbation�

H� �
	

�

�X
j��

�p
�Ij sin�j � x

��
�

��



In �HM���� the measure of the splitting in this example is computed directly using �derivatives of�
integrals like ����� which are conditionally convergent in this case
 Note that the perturbation H� is not
periodic in x� so this example is more properly dealt with the formula ���� suitable for the heteroclinic
case
 From ����� we can take

e� �
�X

j��

�
� 	

��j
Ij sin ��j �

p
�Ij

�j
x cos�j

�
�

On a �xed plane I � I� �instead of I � ��� we apply ��� but writing z��s� �� �
�
x��s�� y��s�� �� I

�
�
�

and obtain the following Melnikov potential�

L��� �

�X
j��

q
�I�j

�j

Z �

��
y��t� cos��j � �jt�dt �

�X
j��

�	
q
�I�j

�j cosh�	�j���
cos�j �

where we have used ���� and ���� in computing the integral
 The subsequent expression for the Melnikov
function is in agreement with the results given in �HM���


It is clear that L��� has four nondegenerate critical points at ��� ��� ��� 	�� �	� ��� �	� 	�
 Besides�
in this example we have �IH�

�
�� �� I�

�
� �IH�

�
�	� �� I�

�
�
�
�
� �

�
�

�
� and hence the shifts associated

to the two tori coincide at �rst order� ���� � �����
 Nevertheless� the critical points obtained do not
give rise to transverse heteroclinic orbits� because the tori lie in di�erent energy levels
 Indeed� a
simple computation shows that the �rst order term of the di�erence of energies is

�
�� ���� � �����

�
�

H�

�
�� �� I�

��H�

�
�	� �� I�

�
� ��	�


As a second illustration� we show that the study of any Hamiltonian of the type �	���� homoclinic
�periodic in x� and coupled �� �� ��� can be reduced to a heteroclinic and uncoupled Hamiltonian

Indeed� considering the �exact� symplectic change of variables

Q�x� y� �� I� � �x� y � h�� Ii � �� �x� I�

we obtain the Hamiltonian )H � H �Q � )H� � � )H�� with

)H� � h�� Ii� 	

�

Db�I� IE� P �x� y��

)H� � H��x� y � h�� Ii � �� �x� I��

and the new perturbation is not periodic in x �unless � is integer�
 Concerning the parameterization for
the unperturbed whisker� note that Q �)z��s� ��� � Q�x��s�� y��s�� �� �� � z��s� � � 	�� �so the change
Q removes the phase drift term �		��
 The transformed equation ���� is now solved by the function
)� � e� �Q
 Then we see from ��� that the Melnikov potential remains essentially the same�

)L��� �

Z �

��
f)�� Pg �x��t�� y��t�� � � �t� ��dt �

Z �

��

ne�� bPo �Q�x��t�� y��t�� �� �t� ��dt � L��� 	���

In this case� it is clear that the two tori lie in the same energy level� and we can also check that ���� � �����

for the transformed heteroclinic Hamiltonian


� Flow�box variables

Returning to the homoclinic case� our aim is now to provide a clearer formulation for the problem of
measuring the splitting
 To reach this� it is convenient to introduce new symplectic variables� called
�ow�box variables� in which the Hamiltonian equations are very simple
 In the neighborhood where we
de�ne these variables� we can make the local stable whisker become a coordinate plane
 Thanks to the
use of the Kolmogorov�s approach to the hyperbolic KAM theory� this neighborhood also contains a piece
of the global unstable whisker� which can be seen as a graphic over the local stable one
 The �ow�box
variables �S�E� �� J� will be de�ned in such a way that the stable whisker is given by the equations

��



E � �� J � a� and the variables S� � coincide with the parameters s� � on this whisker
 The variables
J are inherited from the initial variables I � and the variable E �conjugate to S�� introduced in order to
have a symplectic change� is related to the energy


Analogous �ow�box variables are also used in �DS�� DGJS�� but� in these papers� the change can be
de�ned explicitly from the expression of the normal form� which is integrable
 In our case� the �ow�box
variables are more involved because� in general� the normal form eH obtained in �	�� is not integrable


Our construction of the �ow�box variables is a standard one for a Hamiltonian system �see for instance
�AM��� x�
���� but we have to be careful in order to obtain a global domain in the angle variables
 We start

from the expression of the normal form eH � and consider in these variables an n�dimensional ��section
on the local stable whisker�

S � %z �s��T
n� � fW�

loc� ����

with some s�  s�
 To �x ideas� we can take s� � �s�
 The ��section S is contained in the ��n � 	��
dimensional �y� �� I��section * given by x � x��bs�� �this is a Poincar�e section�
 To parameterize *
in terms of the energy� we consider �from the implicit function theorem� the real�analytic function
y�E��� J� � y�E��� J ���� with y��� �� �� �� � y��s�� for any � � Tn� solving the equation

eH �x��bs��� y�E��� J�� � � ���bs��� J� � E � h�� J � ai
��rst we solve it locally for a given �� and then using the compacity of Tn we obtain a global solution�

So the section * can be parameterized� for j�j small enough� as

* � ��E��� J� � �x��bs��� y�E��� J�� � � ���bs��� J� � jEj � jJ j  &r� � � Tn� ��	�

with &r not depending on �� �
 For any � � Tn we have

���� �� a� � %z�s�� �� ����

and therefore � ���Tn� a� � S

Since the Hamiltonian �ow associated to eH is transversal to the section * on the points of S� taking

initial conditions on * we cover a whole neighborhood of S
 Denote e$t � e$t����� the time�t �ow

of eH � with real t
 Then we introduce the �ow�box variables W � �S�E� �� J� on a neighborhood ofbS � ��� ��Tn� a�� through the transformation + � +����� de�ned by

�x� y� �� I� � +�S�E� �� J� � e$S ���E�� � �S� J�� �

We have +
� bS� � S
 This transformation is de�ned� for j�j small enough� in a real neighborhood

U�r
� bS�� whose radius &r can be relabeled if necessary


We are going to show next that the transformation + is exact symplectic
 Before� notice that our
Hamiltonian takes� in the �ow�box variables� a very simple form�bH � eH �+ � E � h�� J � ai �
and hence the associated Hamiltonian equations are

�S � 	� �E � �� �� � �� �J � �� ����

The next lemma is related to the property that any Hamiltonian �ow is exact symplectic �see
lemma ��
 However� this fact does not apply directly to our transformation + and we have to make a
somewhat di�erent proof


Lemma � The transformation + is exact symplectic�

Proof� Note that we can write + � +� �A� where we de�ne�

+��S�E� �� J� � e$S����E��� J��� ���E��� J� � ��E � h�� J � ai � �� J��
A�S�E� �� J� � �S�E � h�� J � ai � � � �S� J��

��



One easily sees that the transformation A is exact symplectic� and hence it su�ces to establish the same
property for +�


Let us see that the transformation +� is symplectic� from its Jacobian matrix
 For S � �� the matrix
is

d+���� �� �
�
Jr eH������� �E����� ������� �J�����

�
�

where the dot stands for �E��� J�� and J denotes the standard symplectic matrix
 The matrix d+���� ��
is symplectic� as veri�ed directly using the expression of � introduced in ��	�
 For S �� �� we can check
that

d+��S� �� � de$S������� d+���� ���
using for the �rst column that Jr eH � e$S � de$S Jr eH � and verifying the other columns directly
 Thus�
the matrix d+� is symplectic at any point� since so is de$S 


In order to check that +� is exact� we try to proceed more or less like in lemma �
 Considering the
	�form � introduced in �	��� and using that �S+� � Jr eH �+�� we have

�S �+ �
� �� � d

h� eH � � � Jr eH� �+�

i
� ����

To see that + �
� �� � � �SdS � �EdE � ��d�� �JdJ has a global primitive function� we cannot proceed

exactly as in lemma � because the transformation +� does not coincide with the identity on S � �

Nevertheless� in �nding the primitive function it su�ces to control the d��component �� of the 	�form

For this component� using that the J�component of +� does coincide with J on S � �� it is not hard to
check that ����� �� � �
 Then from ����� we obtain�

���S� �� �
Z S

�

�S����S
�� ��dS� � ��

�Z S

�

� eH � � � Jr eH� �+��S
�� ��dS�


�

and we deduce that +� is exact


Let us denote cW�
loc � +��

�fW�
loc

�
the local stable whisker �or more precisely a piece of it� expressed

in the �ow�box variables
 From ���� and the simple form ���� of the Hamiltonian equations in the
�ow�box variables� we obtain

+�s� �� �� a� � e$s����� �� �s� a�� � e$s�%z�s�� �� �s�� � %z�s� � s� ���

Then it is clear that this whisker becomes a coordinate plane� given by E � �� J � a� and can be
parameterized as follows�

cW�
loc � W�

loc�s� �� � +�� �%z�s� � s� ��� � �s� �� �� a�� jsj  &r� � � Tn ����

�we have replaced s by s� � s for a clearer notation� in this way we have s � � on the selected sectionbS�

Now� we de�ne cW� � +�� ���� �W�� as an invariant manifold of bH� which is the equivalent in the

�ow�box variables for �a piece of� the global unstable whisker
 Let us parameterize�

cW� � W��s� �� � +�� ���� �z��s� ��� � jsj  &r�� � � Tn� ����

with some &r� � &r
 In components� we write

W��s� �� �
�
S��s� ��� E��s� ��� ���s� ��� J��s� ��

�
� ����

There is splitting when J��s� �� �� a or E��s� �� �� �
 Nevertheless� since the whisker is contained in the
zero energy level� we have E� � h�� J� � ai � � and it su�ces to control the J�component
 Note that�
if one has J��s�� ��� � a for some concrete values �s�� ���� then the associated homoclinic trajectory
is given by t 
� �s� � t� �� �� � �t� a�
 Thus� the homoclinic trajectories and the splitting have a very
simple formulation when expressed in the �ow�box variables


��



Using that z� � z�loc � O��� �as deduced from lemmas � and ��� one sees that the functions S� � s�
E�� �� � �� J� � a are all O���
 Using the simple form ���� of the Hamiltonian equations� one sees
also that these functions only depend on �� �s �so they are quasiperiodic in s��

S��s� ��� s � S���� �� �s��

E��s� �� � E���� �� �s��

���s� ��� � � ����� �� �s�� ��� �s��

J��s� �� � J���� �� �s��

In fact� a stronger result will be obtained in section �
�� after giving the unstable whisker cW� another
parameterization


The next result says that the approximation given in proposition �� expressed there in the original
variables� remains true after changing to the �ow�box variables
 So the Melnikov function M also
provides a �rst order approximation in � for the di�erence J� � a� at least in the regular case


Proposition � For any jsj  &r� and � � Tn
 one has

J��s� ��� a � �M��� �s� � O
�
��
�
� ����

Proof� Consider the projection I�S�E� �� J� � J � and denote I� � I�+�������I
 It is clear from ����
and ������� that� for any s� ��

a � I �+�� ���� �z�loc�s� ��� � I�loc�s� �� � I�
�
z�loc�s� ��

�
� ���

J��s� �� � I �+�� ���� �z��s� ��� � I��s� �� � I�
�
z��s� ��

�
� ����

We are going to show that the Jacobian matrix dI� is O���
 Then applying proposition �� and using
that z� � z�loc � O���� we get from ������ the approximation ����


To see that dI� � O���� the key point is to use that� although the transformation + is not near to
the identity� its J�component I �+ is near to I
 Using the notations introduced in the proof of lemma ��
we have I � + � I � �I � +� � I� � A
 Taking into account that �S�I � +�� � ��� eH � +�� and that
I �+� coincides with I on S � �� we can write

I �+��S� ��� I � �
Z S

�

�� eH �+� �S
�� �� dS��

Note that �� eH � O���� as we see from writing eH � H� � �H� � � � H�� � �H� � � and using �	��

Taking derivatives in the integral with respect to �S�E� �� J�� we obtain d�I � +� I� � O���
 On the
other hand� we know from �	�� that �� id � O���� and hence d�� Id � O���
 Writing

I� � ��I �+� I� �+�� ���� � �I � �� I� �����
we deduce that dI� � O���

Remarks�

	
 This approximation has been obtained by going back to the original variables
 A justi�cation for
this is that the approximations carried out in the proof of proposition � are possible only in these
variables� since the improper integrals involved require to consider whole homoclinic trajectories


�
 The fact that the function J��s� �� � a �a kind of  splitting distance!� only depends on � � �s
is important in the singular case
 The key point �see �DGJS�� and also �DS��� is to use that a
function of �� �s� with � � ���

p
�� having a polynomial bound on a complex domain� becomes

exponentially small in � for real values of s� �
 This property can give rise to exponentially small
estimates for the splitting


�
 The use of some normal form variables �provided by the hyperbolic KAM theorem plus the change
to �ow�box� is crucial in order to see that J��s� ��� a only depends on �� �s
 This di�ers from
other approaches �Gal�� RW��� where the splitting function is de�ned in terms of the original
variables �see also a remark after proposition ��


��



� Splitting potential and homoclinic orbits

��� An exact symplectic map between the global perturbed whiskers

As mentioned in section �
	� the special formulation of theorem 	 allows us to carry out a more global
control on the perturbed whiskers
 We introduce as in �Eli�� the following integrable Hamiltonian�
which is nothing but H� with a properly changed Lyapunov exponent and the variables y� I shifted
�compare with ��� and �����

N�x� y� I ��� � h�� I � ai� b

�
h��I � a�� I � ai� bP �x� y � h�� ai� � b h�� I � ai �y � h�� ai�

� h�� I � ai� b

�

Db��I � a�� I � a
E
� b bP �x� y� I��

where the matrix b� is the one de�ned in ���
 Recall that a and b depend on �� although this is not made
explicit
 This Hamiltonian is de�ned globally in the variable x � T� and has exactly the same hyperbolic
torus eT and local whiskers fW�

loc� and the dynamics on them� as the local normal form eH given in �	��

The only di�erence is that the parameterization %z�s� ��� introduced for the local whiskers in �	��� can

now be de�ned for any s � R
 In this way the local whiskers fW�
loc can be extended to a �unique� global

homoclinic whisker of N 

Recall the ��section S � fW�

loc introduced in ����� and de�ne also S � � %z ��s��Tn� � fW�
loc
 These

two ��sections are obviously related by the time�T Hamiltonian �ow of N � with T � �s��

$T
N �S �� � S�

What comes now is very important
 Following �Eli��� we can de�ne in a neighborhood of � �S� the
symplectic map

, � $T �� �$�TN ����� ��	�

Notice that the map , takes a piece of W�
loc �the local stable whisker� into W� �the global unstable

whisker�
 Even more� this map gives in its domain the following correspondence between our parame�
terizations of the whiskers�

,
�
z�loc�s� ��

�
� z��s� ��� ����

as we check easily� using as a crucial point that the Hamiltonians eH and N have the same dynamics on
the whiskers�

z�loc�s� ��
��


�� %z�s� ��
��T

N
�� %z�s� T� �� �T �

�� z�loc�s� T� �� �T �

�T


�� z��s� ���

This suggests that we can consider the di�erence ,� id as a suitable measure for the splitting
 Note also
that� although other values for s� could have been chosen �in fact� any s�  s��� the correspondence ����
is independent of s�
 Instead� what would depend strongly on s� is the neighborhood where , can be
de�ned


The fact that � is exact symplectic implies� using standard properties� that the map , is also exact
symplectic
 Indeed� one uses that the exactness is preserved under inversions and compositions
 Besides�
the following lemma states that a Hamiltonian �ow is always exact
 This is also a standard fact� but we
include its proof here because of its close relation to the proof of lemma �


Lemma 	 The �ow $t associated to any Hamiltonian H is exact symplectic for any t�

Proof� For the 	�form � introduced in �	��� it has to be checked that �$t�
�
� � � has globally a scalar

primitive function
 Writing X � JrH the Hamiltonian vector �eld associated to H � one has

d

dt

h�
$t
��
�
i
�
�
$t
��

�d� �X � d�� �X�� � d
	
�H � � �X� �$t



�

Then �
$t
��
� � � �

Z t

�

d

dt�

h�
$t�
��

�
i
dt� � d

�Z t

�

�H � � �X� �$t�dt�
�
�

�



The next lemma says that , is near to the identity
 In fact� it will be more useful to us� in the following
sections� to express this result in terms of the �ow�box variables
 So we de�ne in a neighborhood ofbS � ��� ��Tn� a� the following map� which is also exact symplectic�

b, � +�� ���� �, �� �+�

We use the notation Ur�A� for a real neighborhood of radius r around a set A


Lemma 
 For j�j small enough
 one has b, � id � O��� on some neighborhood U�r�
� bS�
 whose radius

&r� does not depend on �
 ��

Proof� As a previous step� we consider also the map , expressed in the normal form variables provided
by theorem 	� e, � ��� �, �� � ��� �$T �� �$�TN �

de�ned on a neighborhood of S
 Note that b, � +�� � e, �+
 We are going to check that e, � id�O���

on some neighborhood U�r� �S�� and this implies that b, � id �O��� on some neighborhood U�r�
� bS�


Using the variational equations for N � we can establish like in ��� the following inequalities� for
given z� z�� ��$t

N�z���$t
N�z�

��  eK
�

�jtj jz� � zj � ��$t�z��$t
N �z�

��  K �
�

�
eK

�

�jtj � 	
�
j�j � ����

for any t as long as the �ows remain in the domain of H 
 The constants K �
j do not depend on �� �


Here� the factor K �
� j�j comes from estimating r�H �N� � r�H �H�� �r�H� �N� � O���


We take U�r� �S� � B�r with %r� to be determined in such a way that e, is de�ned on this neighborhood

For a given z � U�r� �S�� let z� � S such that jz � z�j  %r�
 We have $�TN �z�� � S � and� from the �rst
inequality of ����� we get ��$�TN �z��$�TN �z��

��  e�K
�

�s� %r�

and therefore $�TN �z� belongs to B�r provided %r� is small enough
 Then using �	��� we obtain��� �$�TN �z��$�TN �z��
��  C j�j� e�K

�

�s�%r��

Applying the inequalities �������$T �� �$�TN �z�� z�
��

 ��$T �� �$�TN �z��$T
N � � �$�TN �z�

��� ��$T
N �� �$�TN �z��$T

N �$�TN �z��
��

 K �
�

�
e�K

�

�s� � 	
�
j�j� e�K

�

�s�
�
C j�j� e�K

�

�s� %r�
�
 C � j�j� C ��%r��

Then $T �� �$�TN �z� � � �B�r� provided we take %r� and j�j small enough� and this ensures that e,�z�
is de�ned on U�r� �S�


Finally� to obtain that e, � id �O���� we consider the inequality���e,�z�� z
���  ����� �$T � � �$�TN �z��$T �� �$�TN �z�

��� ��$T �� �$�TN �z��$T
N �� �$�TN �z�

��
�
��$T

N �� �$�TN �z��$T
N �$�TN �z�

��
and� applying ���� and �	��� we can bound the three terms of the right hand side


Notice that the parameterization ���� for the global unstable whisker cW� can also be described in

terms of the map b,
 Indeed� taking the correspondence ���� into account� we see that

W��s� �� � b, �W�
loc�s� ��

�
� b,�s� �� �� a�� jsj  &r�� � � Tn� ����

��



��� Splitting potential and splitting function

The exactness of the symplectic map b, and the fact that b, � id�O���� imply that for j�j small enough
there exists a generating function �

�
S� )E��� )J

�
� periodic in the angles � � T

n� and de�ned in some

neighborhood U�r��
� bS� with &r�� � &r�� such that the map b, �

�
)S� )E� )�� )J

� 
� �S�E� �� J� is given by

S � )S � � �E��
)E � E � �S�� � � )� � � �J��

)J � J � ���� ����

Notice that the function � � O��� does not include the non�periodic �in �� term S )E �
�
�� )J

�
� which

generates the identity part
 One can �nd in �Eli�� how the generating function of any near�to�the�
identity exact symplectic map is constructed
 However� we point out that �ow�box variables are not
used in �Eli�� and hence our generating function � is not the same as the one used there


Taking into account ������� and ����� we can restrict the equations ���� to the whiskers
 We obtain�
for jsj  &r�� and � � Tn� the equations

S��s� �� � s� � �E�
�
S��s� ��� �� ���s� ��� a

�
� ����

E��s� �� � �S�
�
S��s� ��� �� ���s� ��� a

�
� ����

���s� �� � �� � �J�
�
S��s� ��� �� ���s� ��� a

�
� ����

J��s� �� � a� ���
�
S��s� ��� �� ���s� ��� a

�
� ���

According to the remarks at the end of section �� one can think that the di�erence J��s� ��� a should
be the most natural election for the  splitting function!
 However� it would be better to express the
splitting distance as the gradient of some scalar function� because then the splitting can be studied in
terms of one only function
 We cannot deduce from the equation ��� that J��s� �� � a is a gradient�
but this obstruction is easily overcome with a suitable change of parameters


We follow the approach introduced in �DS�� for the case of a fast periodic perturbation of a 	�degree�

of�freedom Hamiltonian
 In order to compare the whiskers cW�
loc and cW�� it is very suitable to take� as

new parameters on cW��
S � S��s� ��� � � ���s� ��� ����

This change is O����near to the identity� and can be explicitly inverted from the equations ���� and �����

s � S � � �E��S� �� �� a�� � � � � � �J��S� �� �� a�� ��	�

In terms of S� �� the unstable whisker cW� appears nicely as a graphic over the stable whisker cW�
loc�

through the parameterization�

cW� � %W��S� �� �
�
S� %E��S� ��� �� %J��S� ��

�
� jSj  &r��� � � Tn�

Besides� we see from the equations ���� and ��� that

%E��S� �� � �S� �S� �� �� a� � ����
%J��S� �� � a� ��� �S� �� �� a� � ����

In the new parameters� it is natural to introduce the splitting potential as the following function�
periodic in ��

L�S� �� � ��S� �� �� a�� jSj  &r��� � � Tn� ����

This function also depends on �� and is determined up to an additive constant
 To �x ideas� we can
assume that the generating function � has been chosen in such a way that� on S � �� the function L has
zero mean� L��� �� � �


As an important remark� the two main ingredients needed for the de�nition of the splitting potential
appear explicitly in the formula ����� the generating function � and the shift a
 First� the generating

function � has been de�ned using that the map b, is exact symplectic and close to the identity
 Second�

�	



this map comes from the map ,� which can be de�ned in ��	� thanks to the fact that the shift a of both
whiskers is the same� due to that our problem is homoclinic


The gradient of L with respect to the angles�

M�S� �� � ��L�S� ���

will be our �vector� splitting function
 According to the next theorem� the function M gives a measure
for the splitting
 We stress that the fact that the splitting distance can be put as the gradient of a
potential is a re�ection of the Lagrangian properties of the whiskers


Theorem �� The functions L and M only depend on � � �S�

L�S� �� � L��� � � �S�� M�S� �� �M��� � � �S��

Besides
 the splitting is given in terms of the function M�

%J��S� ��� a �M�S� ��� ����

Proof� According to the de�nition of L� the equations ������� can be rewritten as

%E��S� �� � �SL�S� ��� %J��S� �� � a� ��L�S� ��� ����

Since the whisker cW� is contained in the zero energy level� we have %E� �
D
�� %J� � a

E
� �� and we get

the partial di�erential equation

�SL�S� �� � h�� ��L�S� ��i � ��

which implies that L only depends on � � �S
 Of course M � ��L has the same property� and the
formula ���� for the splitting is the second equation of ����


As a corollary of theorem 	�� we recover the main result of �Eli��� there exist at least n�	 homoclinic
orbits �not necessarily transverse�� biasymptotic to the invariant torus T 
 This result� valid for both the
regular case and the singular case� comes from the fact that a function on Tn has at least n� 	 critical
points �not necessarily nondegenerate�� according to the Lyusternik�Schnirelman theory �see �CH���
x�
	���
 Then for a �xed S� the function L�S� �� has at least n � 	 critical points� which give rise to
respective homoclinic intersections between the whiskersW�� and hence to homoclinic orbits� contained
in both whiskers
 Note also that� in nondegenerate cases� the number of intersections becomes at least
�n� as one deduces from Morse theory �see the comments at the end of section �
	�


Finally� using the Poincar�e�Melnikov method we can give a �rst order approximation� useful in
the regular case� for the splitting potential L and the splitting function M
 These functions can be
approximated� respectively� by the Melnikov potential L and the Melnikov function M at �rst order in
�


Theorem �� For any jSj  &r�� and � � Tn
 one has

L�S� �� � �L�� � �S� � O
�
��
�
� M�S� �� � �M�� � �S� � O

�
��
�
�

Proof� We use the �rst order approximation given in proposition �� changing from s� � to the parameters
S� � introduced by means of �����	�
 Recall that this change is O����near to the identity
 Thus� applying
theorem 	� we obtain

M�S� �� � %J��S� ��� a � J� �S � � �E��S� �� �� a�� � � � �J��S� �� �� a��� a

� �M �� � �S � � �J��S� �� �� a�� �� �E��S� �� �� a�� � O
�
��
�
� �M �� � �S� � O

�
��
�

�here� the constant in the O
�
��
�
�term may depend on ��


Finally� a simple integration of this approximation provides the Melnikov potential L as the �rst order
approximation for the splitting potential L
 The involved additive constant does not appear because
L � � and we made L��� �� � � in the de�nition of L


��



Remark� Although this result only gives a �rst order approximation for L in the regular case� one can
expect that� under some weak hypotheses on the perturbation� the predictions of the splitting given by
the Melnikov potential L are also valid in the singular case � � �p� with some p  �
 For this case� one
would require a signi�cant re�nement of theorem 		�

L�S� �� � �L
�
� � S���

p
�
�
�O

�
����p

�
�

for S� � on a complex strip jImSj  	�� � ����� jIm�j  � � ����
 Such a kind of result requires to
extend the �ow�box variables to a complex domain� and to apply also an extension theorem
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